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                Unique countryside location in the heart of East Lothian


Thurston Manor is a beautiful Scottish countryside holiday park, under an hour from Edinburgh, offering luxury self-catering accommodation and a superb range of holiday homes for sale.

                	Relaxing holiday park within nature
	Forest location
	Caravan and lodge accommodation
	Fly fishing, discovery trails and live entertainment



                
                    Sign up for exclusive offers
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                Enjoy the East Lothian holiday experience

Nestled at the foot of the Lammermuir Hills in Scotland, near the stunning East Lothian coastline, Thurston Manor is set in 176 acres of breathtaking countryside. This beautiful holiday park is under an hour’s drive from Edinburgh, so visiting the capital during your stay is easily done, with the benefit of returning to your woodland retreat afterwards. 

Once a private estate visited by kings, it now offers a superb range of holiday accommodation and holiday homes for sale. Looking for a caravan park near Edinburgh? Thurston Manor has it all.
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                    Holiday Home Ownership

                    
                        It's time for a whole new lifestyle! With holiday home ownership at Thurston Manor you can enjoy our facilities, explore the breath-taking countryside and enjoy the freedom and flexibility to holiday throughout the season, in a holiday home you can call your own.

 

                    

            



                
                        Find out about ownership
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                Facilities to keep you entertained whatever the weather

Thurston Manor boasts great facilities, including Hunter’s Bar, Muir’s Pub and our dedicated family room. Hunter’s is the perfect place to relax with friends, with delicious home cooked food and wide selection of drinks available.

	Hunter's Bar and Restaurant & Muir's Pub
	Swimming pool and gym*
	Fly fishing lake^
	Outdoor play park
	Dedicated family room with seasonal entertainment
	Games room and arcade


*Pool times are subject to availability

^Subject to stock and season, contact Reception for permits
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                Park highlights and entertainment

Verdant Vibes is our all-new glistening, shiny entertainment offering and we are certain you are going to love it. Verdant Vibes is in full swing from April - November making sure that there is plenty going on to keep you entertained whilst on park.

You can enjoy a variety of entertainment options and facilities on-park, including:

	Discovery Trail 
	Sunrise Mornings
	Top Fox Adventures
	Activ8
	Imagination Station
	Park Tours/Sand Art & Ceramics
	Party In the Playden
	Light Entertainment
	Verdant Vibes Productions
	Visiting Live Acts

            
                    See all 2024 entertainment
                    View our live acts [image: Right chevron icon]

            

        

    





    
        




*Entertainment schedule subject to change - check with the Entertainment Team on-park for more information
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                    Accommodation

                    
                        Thurston Manor is home to several styles of holiday home, including caravans and luxury lodges. Take a look at what is in store when staying here.

                    

            



                
                        More on accommodation
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                    Call 01368 840643

            

        

        

                Our Location


Thurston Manor is located 5 miles south of Dunbar, just off the A1 at Innerwick.

From the A1 take the road signposted for Innerwick Junction, follow the road for half a mile and the park will be on your right.

	32 miles from Edinburgh
	35 miles from Kelso
	25 miles from Berwick Upon Tweed


            
                

                    Opening dates


                        February - January




                        Address

                        
                            Thurston Manor 

                            Thurston Manor 


Innerwick 


Dunbar 


EH42 1SA                        

                


                
                    Contact


                        
                            reception.thurstonmanor@verdantleisure.co.uk
                        


                        

                                01368 840643
                        


                            Park map
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                    Things to do
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                Things to do in East Lothian






There are few holiday parks that can boast such spectacular surroundings and yet be so conveniently located. Thurston Manor is close to sandy beaches, quaint coastal towns, an abundance of historical attractions and the enchanting world class city of Edinburgh. The region is also home to world class golf courses and some of the best fishing in Scotland.










            
                    Discover things to do here
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                            This is the first time that we stayed at Thurston manor. I would give it 5 stars. It's such a lovely place whether you have kids, dogs, a family or you're a couple. Our lodge was perfect, much more modern than we expected. It was like brand new. I would highly recommend this resort.


                            
                                
                                    Mrs Cunliffe
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                        [image: Quote icon]

                            All of my party agreed that the lodges were excellent and we enjoyed our stay immensely . All of the staff we met were very helpful and friendly . We hope to return to Thurston Manor.  Thank you.


                            
                                
                                    Anne Rutherford
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                            We had a great mid week break at Thurston Manor. We stayed in a lodge which was outstanding! All staff were very friendly and helpful. I have recommended Verdant Leisure parks to other people. We will be back.


                            
                                
                                    Murray family
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                            Just returned from another excellent holiday at Thurston Manor with our Grandchildren. Thurston Manor has an excellent bar and restaurant and food is very good, a particular favourite of my wife and myself was the apple and strawberry crumble with ice cream. There are numerous beaches within easy access of Thurston Manor and a favourite of our Grandchildren was Cove with Thorntonloch a close second.
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                            Fantastic site in great location. Lovely clean facilities and helpful staff. Really enjoyed the whole experience and we will be back again! 


                            
                                
                                    Alana Botwright
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                            This is one of our favourite sites. You can have an adventurous holiday or a relaxing holiday. Play park for your children and swimming pool, gym and sauna if you want to be more energetic.  


                            
                                
                                    Mrs Hutchinson
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                    Take a closer look...

Discover Thurston Manor, located in Dunbar and just a short drive to a nearby beach. You can enjoy action-packed family holidays in the countryside, with fantastic entertainment and facilities, including a swimming pool, shop, restaurant and entertainment complex. Thurston Manor is the perfect location for those looking for a jam packed family holiday.


        

    





    
            
                Check out our offers at Thurston Manor
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            Dog-friendly holidays
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            Last-Minute Breaks
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            2024 Holidays
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                You might also be interested in
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            Our Journal
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            Touring
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                        Terms & Conditions
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                        Prices correct at time of publishing.

                    

                

            




    






            

        




    
        
                Get in touch


                
                    Our friendly team are waiting to hear from you. Check out our office hours

                


                
                        Enquire about Holidays
                        Enquire about Ownership
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                    Call 03300 535 524
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    Award-Winning UK Holiday Parks
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